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CZ?FTX!T,, AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS 
By William C. Moseley, Jr., and Robert F. Thompson 
SUMMARY 
Free-oscillation tests were made in the Langley high-speed 7- by 
10-foot tunnel to determine the effect of control trailing-edge thick- 
ness and control aspect ratio on the dynamic hinge-moment characteristics 
of a trailing-edge, flap-type control. The semispan-wing-control model 
had an aspect ratio of 1.80, a taper ratio of 0.74, 0' sweep of the 
0.40-chord line, and a modified NACA 64A004 airfoil section. 
control chord was 30 percent of the wing chord, and the controls were 
hinged at the 0.778 wing-chord line. Tests at Mach numbers from 0.60 
to 1.01 were made for a range of oscillation reduced frequency at an 
angle of attack of 0'. 
The total 
Aerodynamic damping in the control rotational mode was unstable for 
the original or basic control configuration previously investigated. 
Results of the present investigation indicate that either increases in 
control trailing-edge thickness or decreases in control aspect ratio had 
a beneficial or stabilizing effect on the control aerodynamic damping. 
The variation of the aerodynamic damping derivative with oscillation 
amplitude was senerally nonlinear and the amplitude over which the 
damping was stable increased with increasing trailing-edge thickness or 
decreasing aspect ratio. The one-degree-of-freedom control-surface 
flutter of the model could be eliminated for all test conditions by 
proper choice of control trailing-edge thickness or control aspect ratio. 
Oscillating the control had only small effects on the aerodynamic in-phase 
or spring-moment derivatives for the test range of control parameters. 
The magnitude of the variation in spring-moment derivative with Mach num- 
ber at transonic speeds was decreased by increasing the control trailing- 
edge thickness or decreasing the control aspect ratio. The effect of 
control aspect ratio on the dynamic hinge-moment derivatives is in qual- 
itative agreement with existing unsteady flow theory. 
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Oscillatory hinge-moment data on flap-type controls are needed in 
flutter and servo-control analyses. 
est at transonic speeds where previous work has shown that the aero- 
dynamic damping in the control rotational mode is often unstable. A 
single-degree-of-freedom control-surface flutter (often called "buzz") 
can exist if this unstable aerodynamic damping exceeds the stable damping 
from nomerodynamic sources. The addition of sufficient nonaerodynamic 
damping to the control system to prevent flutter generally results in 
mechanical complexities and it would therefore be desirable to stabilize 
the control aerodynamic moments by some choice in geometric shape if con- 
trol efficiency can be maintained. 
These data are of particular inter- 
The investigations reported in references 1 to 3 were made on an 
unswept wing-control model to study the effects of control hinge-line 
position and some control-profile modifications on the control oscil- 
lating hinge'moments. From these investigations, it was determined that 
some beneficial effect on the control aerodynamic damping at transonic 
speeds was obtained with a control profile, wherein the control was 
thicker at the trailing edge than at the hinge line. 
The present investigation is essentially a continuation of the work 
reported in references 1 to 3. The same wing-control model was used and 
two groups of tests were made. One part of the investigation was to study 
control-profile effects, wherein the controls tested had trailing edges 
thicker than the control previously reported in reference 3. A second 
part of the investigation provided information on control-aspect-ratio 
effects, wherein conventional-profile controls were tested and the con- 
trol span was reduced relative to that of the controls previously investi- 
gated by cutting off the outboard portion of the control. The effects 
of control aspect ratio were considered of interest, since theoretical 
results reported in references 4, 3, and 6 indicate that reducing the 
aspect ratio has a stabilizing effect on the damping due to harmonic 
oscillations in pitch of rectangular surfaces (wings and ailerons) at 
high transonic and supersonic speeds. It should be pointed out, however, 
that the aspect-ratio modffication to the present control introduces con- 
trol spanwise position as a test variable in addition to the changes in 
control aspect ratio. 
A free-oscillation-test technique was used and oscillating hinge 
moments were determined at an angle of attack of 0' for the following 
conditions: a range of control reduced frequencies, oscillation ampli- 
tudes up to l3', and a Mach number range from 0.60 to 1.01. 
where control flutter occurred, flutter amplitudes and frequency were 
determined. In addition, static hinge moments were obtained for all 
controls. 
For cases 
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SYMBOLS 
A 
b 
C 
'a 
'b 
'h 
% - "h - -  as 
control aspect r a t i o  (control span squared divided by t o t a l  
control area) 
twice span of semispan model, f t  
l oca l  wing chord, f t  
l oca l  control chord (distance from hinge l i n e  rearward t o  
t r a i l i n g  edge of z o ~ t r ~ l ) ,  ft 
l oca l  balance chord (distance from hinge l i n e  forward t o  
leading edge of control) ,  f t  
t o t a l  l oca l  control chord, (cb + ca), f t  
control hinge-moment coefficient,  Hinge moment 2M' q 
the subscript  o indicates  
an osc i l la tory  coef f ic ien t  i , per radian R e a l  pa r t  of & - %,Cu - 2M' q %,u - 2M' qk Imaginary pa r t  of 5 - , per radian 
f frequency of control osci l la t ion,  cps 
control wind-off natural  frequency, cps f0  
I moment of i n e r t i a  of control system, slug-&' 
k control reduced frequency - 2, where c t  i s  taken a t  mid- 
span of control 
M ef fec t ive  t e s t  Mach number over span of model, 
LJbIPCQ s1 0 dy 
M, average chordwise loca l  Mach number 
M' area moment of control area rearward of and about hinge 
l ine ,  cu f t  
aerodynamic hinge moment on control per un i t  deflection, 
posit ive t r a i l i n g  edge down, ft- lb/radian 
Ms 
9 free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq f t  
S1 twice wing area of semispan model, sq f t  
v free-stream velocity, f t / sec  
Y spanwise distance from plane of symmetry, f t  
6 control-surface deflection, measured i n  a plane perpendicular 
t o  control-surface hinge l ine,  posit ive when control-surface 
t r a i l i n g  edge i s  below wing-chord plane, radians except as  
noted otherwise 
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A 
QI 
Lu 
amplitude of control osci l la t ion,  degrees t o  each side of 
mean control deflection 
logarithmic decrement, d(log 'l), per second 
d( t i m e )  
control trailing-edge angle ( included between sides which 
form t r a i l i n g  edge), deg 
angular frequency of osci l la t ion,  2xf, radians/sec 
MODEL AND APPARATUS 
The model consisted of a semispan wing with t i p  store,  a t ra i l ing-  
edge flap-type control, and a control-system spring-deflector mechanism. 
A schematic drawing of the t e s t  i n s t a l l a t ion  i s  shown i n  figure 1, and 
general dimensions of the model with various controls tes ted w e  given 
i n  figure 2.  
tunnel i s  shown as figure 3. The control system w a s  designed so tha t  
i t s  moment of i n e r t i a  could be varied i n  order t o  measure the dynamic 
hinge moments and f l u t t e r  character is t ics  for  a range of control reduced 
frequency. 
A photograph showing the general t e s t  i n s t a l l a t ion  i n  the 
Wing Details 
The wing had a full-span aspect r a t i o  of 1.80, a taper r a t i o  of 0.74, 
Oo sweep of the 0.40 chord l ine ,  and a31 NACA &A004 a i r f o i l  section with 
a modified t r a i l i n g  edge. 
0.70 chord l i n e  was modified so  t h a t  the t r a i l i n g  edge had a thickness 
equal t o  0 .0036~.  
t o  provide consistency with the models tested i n  references 1 t o  3 .  
The portion of the wing rearward of the  
This modification was included f o r  the present t e s t s  
The wing w a s  constructed with a sol id  s t e z l  ccre a ~ d  a. ;piastic sur- 
face.  A l l  t e s t s  were made with a t i p  store attached t o  the wing, and 
s tores  of different  weight yere used t o  vary the  wing na tura l  frequencies. 
The na tura l  f i r s t  bending and tors ion frequencies of the  wing w i t h  the 
two t i p  s tores  a re  given i n  tab le  I. These frequencies were obtained 
with the control system spring clamped as shown i n  f igure 1. 
Control-System Details 
The flap-type controls had a t o t a l  chord ct equal t o  30 percent 
of the wing chord and were hinged a t  the 0.778 wing-chord l i n e .  The 
controls had a 0 . 3 5 ~ ~  blunt-overhang balance and the gap between the 
control and the wing w a s  unsealed. The thickened trail ing-edge controls 
( f i g .  2 ( a ) )  extended from the O.O86b/2 wing s t a t ion  t o  the 0.943b/2 wing 
s ta t ion .  These controls, which are  referred t o  a s  "wedge controls," had 
s t r a igh t  s ides  from the nose radius t o  the t r a i l i n g  edge. The included 
angle 9 between the upper and lower surface w a s  6.5' fo r  one wedge and 
100 f o r  the other.  The controls had a s t e e l  spar and a spruce af terport ion.  
In  order t o  mass balance the controls, tungsten in se r t s  were d is t r ibu ted  i n  
the nose overhang and the en t i r e  control surface w a s  wrapped with s i l k .  
The reduced-aspect-ratio controls ( f i g .  2 (b) )  extended from the 
o.o86b/2 wing s t a t ion  t o  e i ther  the 0.692b/2 wing s t a t ion  or the 
0.433b/2 wing s t a t ion .  These controls were made of s t e e l  and the con- 
t r o l  p r o f i l e  w a s  mainly determined by the model a i r f o i l  sect ion.  In  
addition t o  the tungsten in se r t s  it was necessary t o  d r i l l  holes rear- 
ward of the hinge l i ne  i n  order t o  mass balance the s t e e l  controls com- 
p l e t e ly .  These holes were f i l l e d  w i t h  balsa before the control  w a s  
covered with s i l k .  
A tang on the inboard end of the control extended through the re f lec-  
t i on  plane t o  the outside of t.he tunnel ( f i g .  1). 
consisted of a rod and a torsion spring. The control was mounted by 
two b a l l  bearings outside the tunnel and a p la in  bearing a t  the  wing 
t i p .  System alinement w a s  careful ly  checked t o  keep f r i c t i o n  t o  a mini- 
mum. Attached t o  the rod were a small armature of a reluctance-type 
pickup used t o  indicate control position and a def lector  a r m  used t o  
The tang extension 
apply a step deflection t o  the control system. The natural frequency 
of the control system was varied by changing the moment of i ne r t i a  of 
the control system by clamping weights of different  s ize  and i n e r t i a  t o  
the rod. The moments of i ne r t i a  of the control system fo r  the controls 
tested are given i n  table  11. The variation of control-system s t i f fnes s  
and the wind-off natural  frequencies are given i n  figure 4 f o r  the vari-  
ous controls. 
Instrumentation 
S t ra in  gages were located near the root of the wing t o  indicate the 
wing bending and torsion responses. 
reluctance-type pickup located near the inboarct end of the control. 
sketch i n  f ig .  4 . )  
time by a recording oscillograph. 
system indicated accurate response t o  a frequency of about 500 cycles per 
second. 
Control position was measured by the 
(See 
Outputs of these three quantit ies were recorded against  
Dynamic calibration of the recording 
TESTS 
The t e s t s  were made i n  the Langley high-speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel 
u t i l i z ing  the sidewall reflection-plane t e s t  technique. T h i s  technique 
involves mounting a re la t ive ly  small model on a ref lect ion p l a t e  spaced 
out from the tunnel wall t o  bypass the tunnel boundary layer.  
velocit ies over the surface of the t e s t  ref lect ion p l a t e  allowed tes t ing  
t o  a Mach number of 1.01 without choking the tunnel. The tunnel stagna- 
t ion pressure was essent ia l ly  equal t o  sea-level atmospheric pressure. 
Local 
The variation of Reynolds number based on the wing mean aerodynamic 
chord w i t h  t e s t  Mach number i s  presented in  figure 5 .  
band i n  figure 5 represents the maximum variation of Reynolds number w i t h  
atmospheric condition a t  a given Mach number. 
The width of the 
Oscil lating hinge moments were obtained fo r  the controls through a 
Mach number range of 0.60 t o  1.01 fo r  osc i l la t ion  amplitudes up t o  
about 13'. The range of control reduced frequency k varied w i t h  Mach 
number and control-system i n e r t i a  and w a s  generally i n  the range from 
0.05 t o  0.20. 
controls. 
In addition, s t a t i c  hinge moments were obtained f o r  a l l  
All t e s t s  were made a t  a wing angle of a t tack  of 0'. 
TEST TECHNIQUE AND REDUCTION OF DATA 
The control system was designed so tha t  a t  the t e s t  frequencies the 
torsional response of the control about the hinge l i n e  was essent ia l ly  
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that of a single-degree-of-freedom system, The wing response character- 
istics were varied relative to the control oscillation frequency by the 
choice of tip-store weight so that the physical response of the model 
for the various test conditions was predominantly control rotation. There- 
fore, the aerodynamic moment resulting from angular deflection of the con- 
trol about the hinge line could be determined from the free-oscillation 
characteristics of the control system subsequent to known starting condi- 
tions. Typical oscillograph records of the time response of the model 
are shown in figre 5. In this figure, the wing motions indicated are 
small relative to the control motions. The mean u s j c i i i a t l x i  ziql.ih.~Ie 
for this investigation was very near Oo deflection in all cases. 
The technique used to initiate the free oscillations depended on 
the total damping (aerodynamic plus nonaerodynamic) of the control system 
for the particular test condition. When the total damping was unstable 
at low deflections, the hinge moments were determined from the unstable 
oscillation following release of the control at 
This type of oscillation was initiated by random tunnel disturbances and 
in all cases tested was self-limiting. When the total damping was stable 
or varied from stable to unstable within the test oscillation-amplitude 
range, the free oscillation was initiated by releasing the control at 
some deflection angle (figs. 6(a) and (b)). 
either a buildup or a decay, and, for the conditions where the damping 
varied from stable to unstable, the initial deflection or release angle 
was varied so as to study the entire oscillation-amplitude range. 
6 = Oo (fig. 6(c)). 
The ensuing oscillation was 
Evaluation of Spring Moments 
The aerodynamic in-phase or spring moment was determined fYom the 
natural frequency of oscillation of the control system. 
tion of in-phase moment with amplitude is not necessarily linear and the 
test method was not sufficiently accurate to determine the variation in 
natural frequency with amplitude, the values of C 
effective values averaged over the amplitude range of the oscillation. 
In this investigation, the effect of the values of damping on the natural 
frequency was considered negligible, and the aerodynamic spring-moment 
derivative was determined from the relationship 
Since the varia- 
presented are 
%w 
where the subscript o signifies a wind-off condition. A s  shown by 
equation (l), negative values of 
and hence increase the stiffness or natural frequency of the control 
surf ace. 
oppose the control displacement ChS,m 
Evaluation of Damping Moments 
The aerodynamic out-of-phase or damping moment was determined from 
the rate of buildup or decay of the free oscillation of the control 
system. 
however, the damping results were analyzed on the basis of an equivalent 
linear system. 
described by an equivalent viscous damping and that the time response 
of the actual system was simulated by a linear system having the appro- 
priate damping constant at each oscillation amplitude for a given fre- 
quency. The variation of damping-moment derivative with oscillation 
amplitude was obtained by plotting the logarithm of the amplitude of 
successive cycles of the oscillation against time and taking the slope 
at any given amplitude of the faired curves as the value of the loga- 
The damping moment is not necessarily linear with amplitude; 
It was assumed that the damping forces were adequately 
rithmic decrement A = of the oscillation. The aerodynamic 
d( time) 
damping derivative was determined from the relationship 
- 2rv ( A  - A,) 
c%,(u - 
where the subscript 
the same frequency and amplitude as the wind-on values. 
o refers to wind-off values taken at approximately 
Determination of Static Hinge Moments 
Static hinge moments were measured by restraining the control system 
in torsion with a calibrated electric strain gage which measured the 
torque or moment about the control hinge line for various control deflec- 
tions. The static hinge-moment coefficient ch was determined from the 
relationship 
Hinge moment 
2M' q ch = (3) 
CORRECT IONS 
No corrections have been applied to the data for the chordwise and 
It spanwise velocity gradients or for the effects of the tunnel walls. 
is shown in reference 7 that a tunnel resonance phenomenon can appreciably 
decrease the magnitude of forces and moments measured in oscillation tests. 
However, it is believed that this phenomenon had no appreciable effect on 
the results of the present investigation. In general, most of the test 
frequencies were well removed from the calculated resonant frequencies, 
and there was no apparent decrease in moments for the test frequencies 
that were close to resonant frequencies. It is possible that the magni- 
tude of the resonant effects would be relieved by the model tip effects 
and the nonuniformity of the velocity field in the test section. 
Static-control-deflection corrections have been applied to the out- 
put of the position pickup to give the deflection at the midspan of the 
contrui siii-faze fer the static tests. N o  Qrnanic corrections have been 
applied to the oscillatory data to account for the twist of iile c o i i t r o l  
system outboard of the position pickup (fig. 4) since, for the physical 
constants and frequencies involved, iiiis vas emsidered a secondary 
effect. 
RESULTS AND D I S C U S S I O N  
Damping Moments and Flutter Characteristics 
with oscil- cG,u The variation of aerodynamic damping derivative 
lation amplitude and Mach number together with associated flutter charac- 
teristics is presented in figures 7 and 8 for the wedge controls and in 
figures 9 and 10 for the reduced-aspect-ratio controls. Parts (a), (b), 
and (c) of these figures present data for the different control reduced 
frequencies investigated. In figures 11 and 12 typical aerodynamic 
damping results from the present investigation are compared with previ- 
ously reported results from reference 3 to illustrate the effects of the 
changes in control geometry investigated. 
Wedge controls.- As shown in figure 11, the aerodynamic damping in 
the control rotational mode was unstable for the conventional control 
profile. Results of the present investigation indicate that increases in 
the control trailing-edge thickness had a beneficial or stabilizing effect 
on this control aerodynamic damping. The general variation of damping 
derivative with oscillation amplitude and Mach number for the 
and loo wedge controls reported herein (figs. 7 and 8) was similar to 
the variation previously reported in reference 3 for a 
control, and the primary effect of increasing the control wedge angle 
above 3.75' was to increase the oscillation amplitude over which the con- 
trol aerodynamic damping was stable at transonic test speeds. 
9 = 6 . 5 O  
= 3.75' wedge 
Aerodynamic damping for the 9 = 6.5' wedge control (fig. 7) was 
stable at all test conditions for oscillation amplitudes up to about 6 O ,  
and there was a general tendency for the level of stable damping to 
decrease with an increase in either test Mach number or oscillation 
amplitude. The variation of C G , ~  with amplitude was usually more 
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nonlinear at transonic Mach numbers and the variation of 
Mach number was erratic at these speeds. 
frequency generally had a destabilizing effect on the aerodynamic damping, 
especially at higher oscillation amplitudes at transonic Mach numbers. 
C& ,m 
with 
Decreasing the test reduced 
Aerodynamic damping for the $ = loo wedge control (fig. 8) was 
stable for all test conditions. 
there was no tendency for the damping derivative to decrease with increasing 
oscillation amplitude at transonic speeds; however, 
with increasing amplitude at the lower reduced frequencies (figs. 8( b) 
and 8(c)) with the aerodynamic damping near neutral for the higher test 
amplitudes at transonic speeds. 
At the high reduced frequency (fig. 8(a)) 
did decrease c17$,o 
No model flutter was obtained for either of the wedge controls 
reported herein. For the large-control-deflection conditions where the 
aerodynamic damping was slightly unstable for the = 6.3' wedge con- 
trol, the stable damping from nonaerodynamic sources present in the con- 
trol system was sufficient to prevent flutter. 
Reduced aspect-ratio controls.- The controls used for the aspect- 
ratio-effects investigation had so-called conventional profiles dictated 
by the wing airfoil section. 
(fig. 12) were obtained from reference 3,  wherein the control covered a 
large portion of the test model span. 
controls of the present investigation (figs. 9, 10, and 12) were essen- 
tially modifications to the control of reference 3 with the position of 
the inboard end of the control common for all three controls. 
Data for the aspect-rati&2.55 control 
The 1.74- and 0.96-aspect-ratio 
Aerodynamic damping for the aspect-ratio-1.74 control (fig. 9) was 
stable for all test oscillation amplitudes for Mach numbers up to 0.94. 
Increasing the test Mach number above about 0.90 had a large destabi- 
lizing effect on the aerodynamic damping for this control and the damping 
was unstable in the test speed range from about M = 0.93 to M = 1.01, 
the maximum speed for this investigation. Decreasing the test reduced 
frequency generally increased the magnitude of the unstable aerodynamic 
damping derivative 
damping was unstable, C$,m decreased with increasing amplitude and a 
limited amplitude, single-degree-of-freedom model flutter response 
occurred. Flutter was initiated in all cases by random tunnel disturb- 
ances upon release of the control system and the flutter amplitude as 
indicated in the model flutter tables on figure 9 varied with Mach num- 
ber, reduced frequency, and the level of nonaerodynamic damping existing 
in the control system. 
. In the test region where the aerodynamic ch$,,u 
Aerodynamic damping for the aspect-ratio-0 $6 control (fig. 10) was 
stable fo r  all test conditions except for the small region shown on 
3 0 -  . .* z 
_ I  
figure 1O(c). 
tests, small unstable values of 
Mach numbers for oscillation amplitudes less than about 2'. The model 
did not flutter for these test conditions since the stable nonaerodynamic 
damping present in the system was sufficient to overcome the small amount 
of unstable aerodynamic dainging. 
In this case, for the lowest reduced frequencies of the 
C G , ~  were obtained at the higher test 
The summary results shown in figure 12 for representative test con- 
ditions illustrate iiie stzbilizing effert. on the aerodynandc damping in 
the control rotational mode at transonic speeds due to decreasing the 
z o n t r s l  zspect ratio on this model. Similar stabilizing effects due to 
decreasing aspect ratio have been obtained for resuits conipited by lin- 
earized theory for compressible unsteady flow. 
for the aerodynamic damping due to harmonic oscillations in pitch of 
rectangular surfaces may be found in references 4, 5 ,  and 6. Refer- 
ences 4 and 5 treat the finite rectangular wing and reference 6 is essen- 
tially an extension of reference 5 to include a rectangular aileron. It 
is considered of interest to compare the results computed for supersonic 
flow in references 5 and 6 with the high Mach number test results of the 
present investigation, since model thlckness increases the local surface 
velocities over the model. Results of reference 1 for the test model 
indicate that local surface velocities exceed M = 1.0 for free-stream 
velocities in excess of M = 0.90. In computing the loading on a finite 
surface in supersonic flow, the surface is divided into regions of "purely 
supersonic" and "mixed supersonicn flow. (See, for example, ref. 8.) 
For the case of the present experimental investigation where the wing 
remains essentially stationary at a = Oo, the "mixed supersonic'' flow 
region on the control surface lies within the Mach cone emanating from 
the control tip. Of particular significance to the present investigation 
are the theoretical results at low supersonic speeds, which indicate a 
stable phase angle for the damping moment associated with the loading in 
the "mixed supersonic'' flow region and an unstable phase angle for the 
moment in the "purely supersonic" flow region. Since for a given super- 
sonic Mach number, decreasing the control aspect ratio increases the 
ratio of "mixed supersonic" to "purely supersonic" flow over the control 
surface, the stabilizing effect due to aspect ratio becomes apparent. 
At these higher test speeds, the effects of control spanwise position 
are believed to be small relative to the aspect-ratio effects fop the 
test conditions of this model. Control tip boundary conditions were 
similar for all control spans and the influence of the upstream wing on 
the control oscillatory loads would probably be small at these speeds. 
These calculated results 
As is usually the case, several differences exist between experi- 
mental and theoretical conditions. Contrary to experiment, theory is 
based on small perturbations to the main flow and the flow is assumed 
to be nonviscous, unseparated, and free from strong shocks. In addition, 
the "mixed supersonic'' flow region defines the zone of influence between 
the upper and lower surfaces. Thus, the loading in this region is influ- 
enced by the boundary conditions at the control tip; that is, the loading 
depends on whether the tip is free or adjacent to a portion of the wing 
or fuselage. 
tip-boundary condition where the control is adjacent to the wing as was 
the case for this experimental investigation. The overall effects of 
these differences between test and theory are not known. A number of 
previous investigations (for example, see ref. 9) have associated the 
unstable damping in the control rotational mode at transonic speeds with 
the presence of shock waves. The nonlinear nature of the aerodynamic 
results measured in the present experimental investigation indicate that 
such possible nonpotential factors as viscosity, separation, and shock 
waves can have a strong influence on the measured results. However, the 
qualitative agreement between the general effects of aspect ratio as 
measured in the present test results and as predicted by existing theory 
is considered to be significant. A similar conclusion was reached on the 
effect of hinge-line position in reference 2. Therefore, the present 
results again tend to indicate that the aerodynamic damping in the con- 
trol rotational mode is strongly dependent on potential or idealized flow 
effects and that existing theory can serve as a useful guide. 
Some compromise is made in the theory (see ref. 8) for the 
Spring Moments 
Static hinge-moment or spring-moment coefficients are plotted against 
control deflection in figure 13 for the wedge controls and in figure 14 
for the variable-aspect-ratio controls. The variations of the static and 
dynamic spring-moment derivatives C b  and C 
shown in figure 15 for the wedge controls and in figure 16 for the variable- 
aspect-ratio controls, together with comparative results from reference 3. 
with Mach number are 
%w 
Wedge controls.- The variation of ch with 6 was similar for both 
the $ = 6.5' and $ = 10' wedge controls (fig. 13) and was fairly lin- 
ear for a deflection range of about k5O throughout the Mach number range. 
Static derivatives (fig. 17) for the wedge controls were averaged over 
this approximate deflection range, and the effects of wedge angle for 
the range of the tests to date on this model can be determined by com- 
paring results in figure 15 with the aspect-ratio-2.55, conventional- 
profile-control results shown on figure 16. The wedge modification to 
the profile shifts Cb in a negative direction (more underbalanced) 
in the subsonic speed range with most of the shift occurring for the 
$ = 3 . 7 5 O  
small effects but in the opposite direction (increasing $ shifts CM 
in a positive direction). 
chordwise shift in control loading as the Mach number is increased from 
subsonic to supersonic flow is reduced by increasing the control 
control. At transonic speeds, wedge angle has generally 
Thus the magnitude of the typical rearward 
divergence wedge angle. 
it was generally necessary to average the oscillating spring-moment deriv- 
atives over a different deflection range than the static derivatives. 
This could introduce some differences in the static and dynamic spring- 
moment derivatives as presented. 
oscillating the control generally had small effects on the aerodynamic 
spring-moment derivatives. Thus, fairly accurate control frequency 
response estimates could be made for these wedge controls based on static 
aerodyriainic spring-xoment derivatives. 
A s  a result of the type of test technique used, 
However, for the range of these tests, 
Variable aspect-ratio controls.- Static derivatives for the reduced 
aspect-ratio zoritrsls (fig. 16) were also averaged over a deflection range 
of about k?' (fig. 14). Decreasing the control aspect ratio generally had 
a balancing (positive increase in the derivative) effect on both the static 
and oscillating spring-moment derivatives, with the effect becoming quite 
large at the higher test Mach numbers. At subsonic test speeds, some of 
this effect could possibly be due to control spanwise position, since the 
loading induced on the wing and control would be affected by the flow 
about %he wing tip. However, at the higher test speeds where the local 
D-fxc .  -.-elxities beeone supersonic, the effect of control spanwise posi- 
t i o n  is believed to be small from consideration of the fact that the 
control-tip boundaries are similar for all three controls. This balancing 
tendency with decreased aspect ratio is probably associated with the 
decrease in loading due to flow about the control tips, the relative 
magnitude of which increases as the control aspect ratio decreases. 
the combination of hinge-line position and aspect ratios of the test con- 
trols, decreasing the control aspect ratio to 0.96 (fig. 16) overbalanced 
the control through a portion of the speed range and for the Mach number 
range of the tests considerably decreased the rearward chordwise shift 
in loading generally associated with the transition from subsonic to 
supersonic speeds. Oscillating these variable aspect-ratio controls 
generally had small effect on the aerodynamic spring-moment derivatives, 
and the effect of aspect ratio on the dynamic in-phase derivatives is in 
qdaiitative agreerent with theoretical resuits presented in references 4, 
5, and 6. 
For 
CONCLUSIONS 
Results of tests at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 1.01to determine the 
effects of either trailing-edge thickness or aspect ratio of controls on 
the oscillating hinge-moment and flutter characteristics of a flap-type 
control indicate the following conclusions: 
1. Increasing the control trailing-edge thickness had a stabilizing 
effect on the unstable aerodynamic damping present in the control rota- 
tional mode at transonic speeds for the basic control profile. The 
variation of aerodynamic damping with oscillation amplitude was nonlinear, 
and the amplitude over which the damping was stable increased with 
increasing thickness. 
2. Decreasing the control aspect ratio (by cutting off the outboard 
portion of the control) also had a stabilizing effect on the control 
aerodynamic damping at transonic speeds. 
ratio from 2.55 to 0.96 generally stabilized the damping for the present 
test conditions. 
Changing the control aspect 
3. One-degree-of-freedom control-surface flutter of this model could 
be eliminated for all test conditions by proper choice of control trailing- 
edge thickness or control aspect ratio. 
4. Oscillating the control had fairly small effects on the aero- 
dynamic in-phase or spring-moment derivatives for the range of control 
parameters tested. 
5. The magnitude of the variation in spring-moment derivative with 
Mach number at transonic speeds was decreased by increasing the control 
trailing-edge thickness or decreasing the control aspect ratio. 
6. The effect of aspect ratio on the control dynamic hinge-moment 
derivatives is in qualitative agreement with existing unsteady flow theory. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Langley Field, Va., February 12, 1938. 
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TABU I.- NATURAL FIRST BENDING AND TORSION 
Torsion, 
CPS 
FREQUENCIES OF WING 
plus l i g h t  t i p  s tore  
{plus heavy t i p  s tore  
plus l i g h t  t i p  s tore  
{plus heavy t i p  s tore  
plus l i g h t  t i p  s tore  
plus heavy t i p  s tore  
(plus l i g h t  t i p  s tore  
\p lus  heavy t i p  s tore  
6*50 wedge 
loo wedge 
A = 1.74 control 
A = 0.96 control i 
145 
86 
145 
86 
147 
87 
148 
90 
232 
226 
TABLE 11.- MOMENTS OF INERTIA OF CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Control System 
$4 = 6.5' wedge control 
@ = 6.5: wedge control plus s m a l l  i n e r t i a  weight 
@ = 6.5 wedge control plus large i n e r t i a  weight 
$4 = 10' wedge control 
$ = 10' wedge control plus small i n e r t i a  weight 
@ = 10' wedge control plus large i n e r t i a  weight 
A = 1.74 control 
A = 1.74 control plus small i n e r t i a  weight 
A = 1.74 control plus large i n e r t i a  weight 
A = 0.96 control 
A = 0.96 control plus s m a l l  i n e r t i a  weight 
A = 0.96 control plus large i n e r t i a  weight 
I, s lug- f t  2 
F 
1.30 x lo-' 
3.46 
10.77 
1-33 
3-29 
10.60 
1.42 
3.39 
10.70 
1.13 
3.10 
10.40 
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Figure 3. - Photograph showing 
L-867l5 
general arrangement of model and reflec-
tion plate. 
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Figure 5.- Variation of Reynolds number with Mach number. 
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~ Reference L L  *
6 = 100. 
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Figure 6.- Typical oscillograph records. Light  tip store; fo = 260 cps; 
aspect-ratio-1.74 control. 
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